SERIES 19
2” Diameter, 15 Amp

FEATURES
• UL Recognized
• Rugged Construction
• Choice of Termination

DIMENSIONS In inches (and millimeters)

**Solder Lug Terminals**

**‘Faston’ Terminals**

All dimensions not shown are the same as the Solder Lug Terminals.

**Non-Turn Washer Detail**

**ACCESSORIES**

Non-Turn Washer
Brass, tin/zinc-plated washer, detailed above may be purchased as a separate item.
Part No. 19C1014.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

Part Numbers: Designate as follows, using the 2 digits after the dash to indicate the number of positions.
For Faston Terminal: Use 19101-02UL through 19101-11UL
For Solder Terminal: Use 19001-02UL through 19001-11UL
Specials: Not available through Distributors. For special shafts, bushings, etc. contact Grayhill.